Preview of a Room:  
The Ballrooms

The new union ballroom and the associated north ballroom are to be major highlights in the overall effect of the expanded and newly decorated Union.

The main ballroom has a seating capacity of 500 and the connecting north ballroom has space for an additional 300. Both rooms can be used as one by opening the connecting folding doors or may be used separately.

The interior decoration includes maple block flooring, grey walls, blue plaster and chartreuse ceiling. The cove lighting includes three different lighting colors and may be used in any combination.

In what was the west end of the old ballroom, a lounge has been constructed for hostesses and guests and beyond the lounge is a small terrace overlooking the main ground floor terrace. Another terrace is located to the north of the north ballroom.

The colors of blue and chartreuse are used for the drapes. Blue drapes will be used at the windows and chartreuse will be used for the cyclorama. The ballroom will literally be a thing of beauty.
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